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GEMINI ENTERPRISE:

Integrated Turnkey Analytics and Automated Data Infrastructure

Gemini Enterprise provides a robust, data infrastructure empowering the enterprise to deliver business value on
existing big data investments. Gemini Enterprise delivers data analysis across multiple data platforms and supports
on cloud or on-premises deployment options. By connecting data across enterprise silos, Gemini enables DataOps
teams to provide valuable analytics for business stakeholders.
Gemini Enterprise Provides:

•
•
•
•
•

Cross-platform, turnkey analytics for IT Operations, Security and Compliance
Multiple data platform support to integrate data pipelines across Splunk, Elk/Elastic and Cloudera
Multi-Cloud optimized including Gemini Private Cloud with auto scale out and security
Flat Rate Pricing
Bring Your Own Data Platform License

IT Operations: An integrated solution enabling DataOps teams to provide business value with turnkey analytics
Gemini for IT Ops incorporates various sources of IT data to provide deep and actionable analytics as a service for
DataOps teams to cut through the noise and to react to critical events. Gemini-enabled IT Ops signals a move away
from siloed operations management and provides intelligent insights across infrastructure application performance,
machine or event data of a variety of sources.
Security Operations: Security analytics at scale with post-forensics investigation analysis across platforms
At the convergence of IT and Security data, Gemini for Security Operations provides actionable insights for SOC
analysts and incident response teams. Gemini security experts prepare, integrate and map your data from any source
relevant to security analysis and remediation, including network activity, end-point detection, threat intelligence, and
IAM sources. And because its built on Gemini’s automated data infrastructure, it seamlessly scales in performance
and reduction of management complexity.
Compliance: Automated data collection, continuous risk assessment and painless audit reporting
Gemini for Compliance addresses challenging and time-consuming audit and compliance requirements with an outof-the-box, comprehensive analytic offering. Combining a highly scalable data collection platform, intelligent analysis
tools and prebuilt dashboards and alerts, Gemini provides real-time details on exposure to industry requirements
across different sectors including financial, health care, public sector and data privacy and security. Gemini Care
expertise can also help develop custom reports, dashboards or new data integrations to support internal security or
policy demands.
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Cross-Platform Management:
With a single view of deployments and unified administration, attain NoOps deployment and management
across diverse data platforms and multi-cloud platforms. Gemini provides a direct connection and consistent
administration for cluster-level management and monitoring. Gemini’s intuitive interface provides simple cluster
lifecycle management with wizards to spin up, scale, terminate, and even clone clusters as needed.
The Perfect Hybrid Solution:
Seamlessly extend your on-prem and public cloud resources by using Gemini Cloud as the base for your hybrid
environment. A consistent interface minimizes disruption and retraining as data assets and applications are
relocated from deployment model to another. Also, secure low-latency private networking as well as public
networking options mean that performance is never sacrificed. And with No Lock in, you have options. Utilize a
variety of data platforms and easily break down data silos and configure the best data architecture for your needs.
Designed to Scale Out:		
Gemini scales out with your data journey,
meeting the demand as compute requirements
increase. Designed to support heavy workloads,
resources can be easily allocated to support
different compute- intensive, IO intensive or
retention-focused applications. Site-to-site
VPN connections ensure secure remote access.
Extensive security monitoring provides intrusion
alerts, botnet prevention and end- point firewall
security, while monthly security reports and
vulnerability updates keep you informed and
reassured.
Gemini Care:
Eliminate the need for cloud-ops, linux experts,
or platform-specific consultants. Gemini is
backed by a world class team of experts that
have launched and managed hundreds of data
platform deployments. With a tailored analytics
offering that reduces time to value for any data
platform and 24/7 infrastructure monitoring,
incident response, remediation, and dashboard
support, we’re here to make it easy so you can
focus on results.
Gemini Portal:
Content, Community and Care–a singular online
experience that brings it all together. Benefit
from a library of content related to product
features, technical notes and business use
cases. Monitor service delivery and operating
state. Schedule time with Gemini Care experts
and track upcoming scheduled tasks.

Gemini provides autonomous data infrastructure to analyze, virtualize and converge all enterprise data silos. Gemini scales AI-driven analysis across
diverse data sources and data platforms to unleash business value across IT Operations and business stakeholders. Gemini is led by experts from
AppDynamics, Cisco, and Splunk, dedicated to helping global customers simplify the data chaos. Find more information at geminidata.com or follow
us on Twitter @geminidataco.
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